Distributing workloads across multiple clouds and interconnection are essential to digital business. Colocation provides an ideal environment to deploy applications, establish private clouds, and move and store data. It’s clear – the right combination of colocation, public cloud and on-premises data centers maximizes the value of enterprise infrastructure and assets.

CoreSite provides purpose-built, scalable data centers that deliver the power density, interconnection and environment you need to support modern workloads and accelerate digital evolution.

**Compared to other colocation providers, or on-premises facilities, with limited network and fiber availability.**

**Cost savings are based on CoreSite cost comparisons using publicly available and private information and/or CoreSite customer reported costs savings and may not be indicative of the costs savings that may be experienced by every customer that switches to the applicable CoreSite service.**

CoreSite.com
WHERE YOU PUT YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE MATTERS

Capitalize on 20 years of data center industry experience, exceptional customer support and operational excellence to get all the business advantages promised by IT modernization. CoreSite data centers support high-density, compute-intensive workloads, enabling our customers to be cloud-smart and reduce risk for adopting emerging use cases.

GET TO KNOW CORESITE

CoreSite data centers serve as the intersection of interconnection, hubs to build and deploy a flexible hybrid IT strategy to monetize and future-proof your business.

Our interoperable platform centralizes direct access to your digital ecosystem. We are the IT nexus where top cloud providers, service integrators, networks and fellow enterprises interoperate, collaborate and accelerate business initiatives.